HOW TO ESCAPE THE ROOM:

1. Pay attention to every detail of the story

Mats wakes up in a dark room, alone, and locked in... He feels an insect crawling on his back but can hardly move to get it off: he is handcuffed. He has no memory of the previous day and wonders how he got there... And why he is wearing a Santa Claus disguise. He can barely see anything but once his eyes get used to the darkness he perceives two switches on the wall, a red and a blue one. He tries to switch on the blue one, a pale blue light appears far from him on the ceiling... He operates the red switch and gets another faint source of light. Mats can now distinguish a neon tube protected by a purple metal cage. Someone obviously painted the cage.

2. Solve the riddle

WHAT MUST MATS DO TO SWITCH ON THE NEON TUBES?

1. Switch off the two small lamps again
2. Press the white lamps above the switches
3. Press both switches simultaneously

3. Look for the hidden element on the different pages

Before you open this advent calendar you should know what you are getting into...

Every day a new chapter of an exciting story and a new mystery awaits you. But this is not a simple book where you can easily turn the page when it is getting scary! You will only know which page you need to go to once you have solved the riddle...

4. Cut the page open to pursue the adventure!
It was supposed to be simple class reunion to catch up with old class mates and friends, but suddenly the gathering turns into a nightmare! Lissa and her old group of friends get locked-in in the abandoned school and someone is out to get them! Soon, Lissa starts to realize that her friends hide a dark secret which endangers them all. A trail of mysterious riddles leads her deeper and deeper into the past ...

Eva Eich
The Raven’s Shadow
80 pages / 205 x 156 mm / € 12,99
ISBN 978-3-8458-3955-4
Three peculiar presents and a mysterious message are the start of an unimaginable adventure for Stella and her brother Luka. Santa Claus has been kidnapped! Even the Christmas elves and flying reindeer have gone missing! Only Rudolph is left and together with a little spider called Melitta they decide to solve the mystery and save Christmas. Will you be brave enough to join the group in their adventure? Smart enough to solve the riddles you will encounter along the way? Will you be able to find Santa in time and save Christmas for everybody?

At home, on the way and whenever there is time!
This inspirational advent calendar serves as a motivation and inspiration for a relaxed and mindful Christmas season with simple, everyday yoga and mindfulness exercises.

Twenty-four lovingly designed cards provide festive Christmas spirit with sweet and funny quotes. Each card has enough space to add personal greetings and share the seasonal joy with loved ones.
The magical Twelfth Nights have always been full of legends and magical stories. Many of the customs and rites have been rediscovered and this book offers insight into the most wonderful of them. Meet witches, goblins and the Wild Hunt!

Is it possible to celebrate Christmas sustainably? Yes! This book provides 99 simple tricks that are suitable for the everyday life. Inspirational and educational, the perfect gift for anyone who wants to improve their environmental footprint!

These wonderful cards hide a little seasonal surprise. Each one of the thirty cards contains an inspirational quote or saying which create positivity and festivity.

Marielle Enders
Christmas Inspiration
30 cards / 65 x 65 mm / € 8,50
GTIN 40-14489-12465-8

Johanna Jovis / Lena Wandzioc
Dreaming of a Green Christmas
96 pages / 175 x 245 mm / € 12
The Dutch word “Niksen” means “nothing” and teaches the art of being more relaxed, leaving tasks undone and finding moments to be alone. Structured as a bucket list with plenty space to leave memories. “Boredom” guaranteed!

More Niksen
GTIN 40-14489-12449-8

This bucket list inspires women to do various friendship goals and check them off in this handy book. Create unforgettable memories and experience adventures together with your best friend!

#bestfriends
GTIN 40-14489-12450-4

Make your retirement more exciting with small and big adventures, challenges and the fulfillment of daydreams! This bucket list offers a great selection of original ideas for more moments of happiness.

Hello Free Time
GTIN 40-14489-12451-1

This book is an informative plea for the slow movement, “Niksen” and mindfulness. Finding time to breath in stressful everyday lives in order to promote creativity, recognize stressors and prevent burnout. Perfect gift for everybody who wants to live a more relaxed and healthier life!

bibo Loebnau
Sometimes it can be so easy
128 pages / 175 x 195 mm / € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-8458-3878-6
Improve your quality of living in just six months with this handy guide by the successful lifestyle blogger Cristina Hillesheim (“Happy Dings”).

Find inspiration in your daily life. This journal offers 52 lists to fill in to improve your mindfulness, self-care and serenity.

Happiness is learnable. This title shows many different exercises, tips and routines to find your happiness in the stressful everyday life.
Fill your everyday life with micro-adventures in the nature! This journal serves as inspiration with many ways to capture these adventures.

Wanderlust and love for the environment. This entertaining book offers many tips and ideas for mindful traveling and everyday adventures close to home.

Perfect gift for those who yearn to travel to faraway places: 50 lists full of travel preparation and planning.
100 Days of Creativity
ISBN 978-3-8458-3660-7

100 Days of catching Dreams
ISBN 978-3-8458-3661-4

100 Days of Happiness
ISBN 978-3-8458-3662-1

100 Days of inner Balance
ISBN 978-3-8458-3663-8

Each title
80 pages / 123 x 180 mm / € 10

100 days to change your life! Set goals, change habits, implement plans and achieve your dreams.
This useful wedding planner helps with many tips and tricks to plan your special day in a relaxed way.

Hurray, we're getting married!
80 pages / 155 x 205 mm / € 12
ISBN 978-3-8458-3667-6

Healthy through the year: journal with founded facts about nutrition, self-care and a relaxed life. Plenty of room for personal wellness check, goals and intermediate results.

Healthy Me-Time
128 pages / 155 x 205 mm / € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-8458-3668-3

Grandparents are the best! This wonderful album has plenty of space for memories, pictures and stories.

Grandma & Grandpa & Me
128 pages / 201 x 266 mm / € 15
GTIN 40-14489-12341-5
Sticker fun for grown-ups! Simply create yourself a perfect dream man with these wonderful stickers.

How to build a tent in the rain, remove a spider fearlessly or find your destination without navigation. This title offers the solutions for real men with humor.
Life always has different important stages that can be significant or even stressful. Paulus Vennebusch puts everything into perspective thanks to his sharp sense of humor and ironical illustrations. A great gift to look on the bright side of life!
Absolutely-have-to-have-to-do lists to create nice and crazy memories thanks to small and bigger adventures.
MYNOTES: MORE THAN A SIMPLE NOTEBOOK!

MyNOTES are trendy, convenient and all of them have a high-quality paper either blank, lined or grid. We offer many formats from easy-to-carry pocket myNOTES, to the classy one with a simile leather cover, from pocket calendars to the travel journals.

They offer you plenty of space for all your fabulous ideas, small moments of happiness, artistic adventures and daily notes. For creative minds, paper lovers, organizers and diarists – a perfect, individual gift for yourself or a loved one!